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a b s t r a c t

In consideration of materials capable of undergoing significant plastic changes in volume,
an alternative finite strain hyper-elastoplastic constitutive framework is proposed in terms
of the Eshelby stress. Taking a phenomenological point of view, a thermodynamically-
consistent approach to developing the constitutive equations is presented and discussed.
Various Eshelby-like stresses are defined and shown to be energy-conjugate to the plastic
velocity gradient, and a general framework is formulated in the stress-free/plastically-
deformed intermediate configuration associated with the multiplicative split of the
deformation gradient, as well as the current configuration. A novel Eshelby-like stress
measure is proposed, which is scaled by the elastic Jacobian, and is shown to be energy-
conjugate to the plastic velocity gradient in the spatial representation. Modified Cam
eClay and DruckerePrager cap plasticity constitutive equations are introduced, and large
strain isotropic compression simulations are performed and compared with experimental
measurements. The model results are compared with standard approaches formulated in
terms of the Mandel and Kirchhoff stresses, which are shown to require the assumption of
isochoric plasticity to satisfy the Clausius Planck inequality (Mandel) and preserve that the
intermediate configuration remains stress-free (Kirchhoff). The simulations show that both
the material and spatial Eshelby-like stress measures presented here produce the same
mean Cauchy stress results; whereas, standard formulations, which make use of isochoric
plasticity assumptions, diverge from each other at significant plastic volume strains.
Standard formulations are further shown to violate the second law of thermodynamics
under certain loading conditions. Calibration of model parameters to high pressure
isotropic compression of Boulder clay is used to compare the various models.

© 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Eshelby's notion of what he termed the “energy momentum tensor” (Eshelby, 1951, 1956, 1975), which has since come to
be known as the “Eshelby stress,” has found applications in numerous aspects of finite strain elastoplasticity. Epstein and
Maugin (1990) identified the Eshelby stress tensor with what they termed “torsion of the material connection” due to
configurational inhomogeneity which arises from the elastic relaxation of a crystal structure containing dislocations. This
concept was later cast as a more formal statement of elastoplasticity, that it is the Eshelby stress which is the driving force of
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inelastic deformation (Maugin, 1994; Maugin and Epstein, 1998; Cleja-Tigoiu andMaugin, 2000; Maugin, 2013), showing that
under isochoric plastic deformation for metals (with which they were concerned) the so called static Eshelby stress coincides
up to a signwith theMandel stress (Mandel, 1974). Gurtin (1995) showed through the second law of thermodynamics that the
Eshelby stress is the pertinent stress measure for a continuum body subjected to what he coined “configurational forces,”
making the important observation that bulk tension can be equated with the bulk free energy. The concept of configurational
(or “material”) forces and the notion of the Eshelby stress have proven useful in describing the concept, generally attributed to
Lee (1969), of a stress-free/plastically-deformed intermediate configuration, especially in view of local strain compatibility
(Menzel and Steinmann, 2007; Svendsen et al., 2009), and has been applied to (finite) damage mechanics (e.g., Brünig, 2004;
Monchiet et al., 2014), as well as fracture mechanics, (e.g., Maugin, 1994; Kalpakides and Dascalu, 2002; Miehe and Gürses,
2007; Stumpf et al., 2009, among others). The Eshelby stress has also been found to have applications in themodeling of finite
volumetric growth (e.g., Epstein and Maugin, 2000; Garikipati et al., 2004; Ganghoffer, 2010, 2013), and micromorphic
plasticity, (e.g., Lee et al., 2014).

Despite the fact the Eshelby stress has found much success in finite strain inelastic applications, especially with respect to
inhomogeneity, damage and fracture, relatively little attention has otherwise been given to the notion of the Eshelby stress in
the development of a hyper-elastoplastic constitutive framework for those materials that may experience large volumetric
plastic deformations, such as geomaterials. This may be in part because, as we show in detail here, the Eshelby stress (when
compared to the Kirchhoff stress in the current configuration (with respect to reference volume) or the Mandel stress in the
intermediate configuration, for example) becomes fundamentally important to a thermodynamically-consistent derivation of
the constitutive equations for that class of materials which is capable of undergoing significant plastic volume change. For
example, Simo and Ortiz (1985), Simo (1985,1998) identified a second PiolaeKirchhoff stress Sdconjugate to a “metric” in the
form of the right elastic Cauchy-Green tensor C

e
applied to the plastic velocity gradient L

p
das the pertinent stress measure

within the intermediate configuration under the assumption of isochoric plastic flow. Sansour et al. (2006, 2007), similarly for
the isochoric case, identified what they recognized as an Eshelby-like tensor (coinciding up to a spherical term) for formu-
lation of the flow rule for anisotropic materialsdfor which the intermediate configuration is identified as the proper one in
which to formulate finite strain elastoplastic anisotropy.

Geomaterials are known to exhibit significant plastic volume change; however, many of the advancements with respect to
finite strain elastoplasticity of geomaterials have focused on a Kirchhoff or Cauchy stress form (e.g., Nemat-Nasser, 1983;
Hashiguchi, 1993; Simo and Meschke, 1993; Borja and Tamagnini, 1998; Callari et al., 1998; Jeremi�c et al., 2001; Borja,
2013), which is generally valid only for material isotropy (i.e., no texture effects) and for the assumption of small plastic
volume strain. Recently, Balieu and Kringos (2015) formulated finite strain elastoplasticity with anisotropic damage, assuming
a multiplicative decomposition of the deformation gradient. Attention was paid to the thermodynamics and mappings of
quantities between the various configurations (reference, intermediate, effective-damaged intermediate, and current con-
figurations), assuming that the Helmholtz free energy per unit volume of the plastically-deformed intermediate configura-
tion, and plastically-deformed effective intermediate configuration with damage, are equivalent. By mapping from one
configuration to the next, it can be shown that the total energy integrated over the respective volumes is equivalent (starting
in the current configuration), but if there is inelastic volumetric deformation between the configurations (as there would be
expected for geomaterials with volumetric plasticity and/or volumetric damage), then the per unit volume free energies of
the intermediate and reference configurations will not be the same, giving rise to Eshelby-like stresses being energy con-
jugate to the plastic velocity gradient represented in either the intermediate or current configurations, as will be discussed in
the paper. This also relates to the choice of constitutive parameters in the respective configurations, which is also discussed
herein. For small strain experimental data (e.g., that considered by Balieu and Kringos (2015) of <2%), the choice of stress
measure will not be critical. We show for our model formulations with EshelbyeMandel stress (and other stresses) that at
large volumetric deformation of Boulder clay (up to 27%), the choice of stress measure in the constitutive model is important.

Many papers in the literature have considered finite strain elastoplastic constitutive models for materials that may exhibit
significant plastic volumetric deformation, yet almost all neglect consideration of the Eshelby stress and are formulated in the
current configuration in terms of the Kirchhoff stress (and therefore limited to the assumption of material isotropy and
implicitly (as will be shown) making the assumption that the plastic volumetric deformation is small). Other papers in the
literature have considered plasticity models at finite strain formulated in the intermediate configuration for materials that
may exhibit anisotropic constitutive response (i.e., inherent texture, and/or deformation-induced anisotropy), yet almost all
are limited to the assumption of isochoric plastic deformation. For example, Ortiz and Pandolfi (2004) presented a CameClay
theory at finite strain, taking a variational approach (plastic flow rule defined, with yield surface derived), assuming a
multiplicative decomposition of the deformation gradient. The theory was represented in the current configuration, and so
was limited to isotropic materials: there was no discussion of the per-unit-volume, plastically-deformed, intermediate
configuration. Mosler and Bruhns (2009) extended the variational framework for non-associative plasticity and volumetric-
deviatoric splits of elastic and plastic deformations. They identified the Mandel stress as the thermodynamically-conjugate
stress. For saturated porous media at finite strain, Gajo (2011) presented a finite strain elastoplastic constitutive model
with compressible solid skeleton and compressible solid and fluid constituents. Constitutive equations were postulated in the
intermediate configuration, identifying the Second PiolaeKirchhoff stress in the intermediate configuration as
thermodynamically-conjugate to an inelastic deformation measure. For the case of volume preserving plasticity only, Shutof
and Ihlemann (2014) recently provided a comparison of various approaches to finite-strain (isochoric) plasticity, and much
attention continues to be given to anisotropic elastoplastic deformation at finite strain for thosematerials that do not undergo
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plastic volume change (e.g., Vladimirov et al., 2010; Brepols et al., 2014; Clausmeyer et al., 2014). Miehe (1998) presented
general Lagrangian and Eulerian forms of the constitutive equations for anisotropic elastoplastic materials at finite strain,
accounting for material frame invariance. He formulated “plastic forces” that are energy-conjugate to appropriate defor-
mation measures, one such plastic force being the Mandel stress. It would appear that such general treatment by Miehe
(1998) for anisotropic materials at finite strain could have identified the Eshelby stress as a plastic force for materials with
volumetric plastic deformation, but such identification was not made explicitly. Borja and Tamagnini (1998) presented an
extension of a small-strain hyperelastic CameClay plasticity model to finite strain, taking a multiplicative decomposition of
the deformation gradient and representing the constitutive equations in terms of the Kirchhoff stress, and stored energy with
respect to the reference configuration.

In the following, we present a finite strain elastoplastic canonical constitutive framework for materials capable of un-
dergoing significant volumetric plastic deformation formulated in terms of the Eshelby stress in the intermediate configu-
ration, allowing for the possibility of elastic and plastic anisotropy, and also the current configuration (restricted to isotropy).
We develop this framework with specific application to the constitutive modeling of geomaterials in mind; however, we note
that the results presented here may be applicable to any material capable of undergoing inelastic volumetric strain, such as
powders, some biologic materials (e.g., bone), metallic foams, and filled polymers, to name just a few. We adopt a
phenomenological view of the multiplicative split of the deformation gradient, which gives rise to the concept of the
plastically-deformed elastically-relaxed intermediate configuration, and show that various Eshelby-like stresses are energy-
conjugate to the plastic velocity gradients in their respective configurations according to the second law of thermodynamics.
In Section 2, we give a brief overview of finite deformation kinematics and the adopted notation, and then in Section 3 we
derive the canonical forms of the constitutive equations in the intermediate and current (spatial) configurations for the case
of non-isochoric plasticity (i.e., considering plastic changes in volume and, in turn, mass density), and also provide for
comparison the corresponding forms applicable to the assumption of isochoric plasticity (also called isochoric flow). An
important motivation of the present paper is to provide (for materials capable of large plastic volume change) the general
intermediate configuration formulation of the constitutive equations which allow for the introduction of elastic and plastic
anisotropy. Specific classical choices of free energy and yield functions are examined in Section 4, including DruckerePrager
and Modified CameClay plasticity formulated in the intermediate and current configurations, respectively, and their im-
plications with respect to plastic changes in volume are considered. In Section 5 results are compared to recently published
measurements of high-pressure/large-strain isotropic compression tests. The numerical results clearly show that what has
become accepted as the standard implementation of finite strain elastoplasticity can under-predict volumetric strain at a
given mean Cauchy stress for the case of materials (such as geomaterials) that plastically change volume, and can violate the
second law of thermodynamics under certain loading conditions. We conclude in Section 6 with a discussion of the impli-
cations of the concepts presented here, and give a brief description of ongoing research.

2. Kinematics

To start, a brief summary is provided of the kinematics of finite strain elasticity and elastoplasticity, and the notation
adopted. For a more detailed description of finite deformation kinematics, the reader is referred to one of the many books on
the subject (cf. Truesdell and Toupin (1960), Truesdell and Noll (1965), Eringen (1967), Malvern (1969), Marsden and Hughes
(1983), Holzapfel (2000) for nonlinear elasticity, and Hashiguchi and Yamakawa (2013) for elastoplasticity). Tensors are
represented in boldface (a.k.a., direct notation), and summation convention is adopted for repeated indices unless specified
otherwise. Referring to Fig. 1, a mapping 4t : B0/Bt3ℝ3 maps each material point P in the reference configurationB0 (also
Fig. 1. Configurations of the multiplicative decomposition of the deformation gradient F ¼ FeFp.



(a) (b)

Fig. 2. DruckerePrager model calibrated to measurement data of Mun and McCartney (2015), showing both EshelbyeMandel and Mandel formulations for: (a)
Exponential hardening rule (k ¼ 1), and (b) linear hardening rule (k ¼ 0).
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called the “Lagrangian” or “material” configuration) to a point p ¼ 4t(P) in Bt (also called the “Eulerian” or “spatial”
configuration) at time t, i.e. Bt ¼ 4tðB0Þ ¼ 4ðB0; tÞ. The position of P2B0 relative to an origin O is described in terms of the
Cartesian basis EA by the position vector ½X�fEAg ¼ XAEA ¼ X1E1 þ X2E2 þ X3E3. Likewise, a point p2Bt is represented by

position vector ½x�feag ¼ xaea ¼ x1e1 þ x2e2 þ x3e3. The Cartesian bases corresponding to each configuration will be implied,
and, for example, typically represent points inB0 byX or in indicial (component) notation as XA. For amore general treatment
of the kinematics of elastoplasticity in general curvilinear coordinates, refer to Le and Stumpf (1993), Steinmann (1996),
Clayton et al. (2004), Clayton (2011), among others.

The position of a point at Bt is hence described by x ¼ 4(X,t) or equivalently in indicial notation as xa ¼ 4a(X1,X2,X3,t); at
places in the paper both notations (boldface and indicial) will be given, but typically only the onewill be givenwhich is judged
to be the clearest for the case at hand. The deformation can further be specified by the displacement vector field u(X,t), as

x ¼ 4ðX; tÞ ¼ X þ uðX; tÞ: (1)
The deformation gradient is written as

F ¼ FðX; tÞ :¼ v4ðX; tÞ
vX

; FaA ¼ FaAðX1;X2;X3; tÞ :¼
v4aðX1;X2;X3; tÞ

vXA
; (2)

such that an infinitesimal line segment dX is mapped from B to Bt by
0
Fig. 3. Relative plastic and elastic deformation predicted by DruckerePrager EshelbyeMandel formulation, comparing exponential and linear hardening model
predictions.



(a) (b)

Fig. 4. Plastic dissipation predictions of DruckerePrager model when calibrated to measurement data of Mun and McCartney (2015) showing both Eshel-
byeMandel and Mandel formulations: (a) Exponential hardening rule (k ¼ 1), and (b) linear hardening rule (k ¼ 0).
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dx ¼ 4tðdXÞ ¼ FdX: (3)
The concept of the multiplicative split of the deformation gradient F ¼ FeFp is assumed (see Fig. 1), associated with the
concept of the plastically-deformed and elastically-relaxed intermediate configuration B (Lee and Liu, 1967; Lee, 1969). The
multiplicative decomposition has utility for the following reasons: (1) it retains hyper-elastic constitutive relations (isotropic
and anisotropic) through Fe (Ogden, 1984); (2) it has physical basis for crystal elastoplasticity (Asaro, 1983; Clayton, 2011;
Clayton et al., 2014); (3) it is the proper configuration in which to formulate phenomenological anisotropic elastoplasticity
at finite strain given its elastically-unloaded intermediate configuration (cf. Svendsen, 2001; Svendsen et al., 2006; Sansour
et al., 2007; among others); (4) it provides a natural framework for studying dislocation defect mechanics of crystalline
materials (Kondo, 1952; Bilby et al., 1955; Steinmann, 1996; Bammann, 2001; Regueiro et al., 2002; Clayton et al., 2006;
Clayton, 2011); and (5) numerically, it provides a naturally objective time integration scheme (Simo and Ortiz, 1985).
Upper-case letters are used to denote quantities and indices inB0 (e.g., differential line segment dX¼ dXAEA), upper-casewith
an over-bar (e.g., dX ¼ dXAEA) for those in B , and lower-case letters for those in Bt (e.g., dx ¼ dxaea). Tensors can hence be
represented as boldface or in component form and their bases are implied.

The Jacobian is defined as the determinant of the deformation gradient J ¼ det[F] ¼ JeJp, and we make note of the Jacobian
maps of differential volumes
Fig. 5. Plastic dissipation predicted by DP with associated flow rule (j ¼ f ¼ 0.576) and linear hardening.



(a) (b)

Fig. 6. Modified CameClay model calibrated to measurement data of Mun and McCartney (2015), showing both Eshelby-zeta and zeta formulations for: (a)
Exponential hardening rule (k ¼ 1), and (b) linear hardening rule (k ¼ 0).
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dy ¼ J dV ¼ Je dV ; (4a)

dV ¼ Jp dV ¼ Je
�1

dv: (4b)
If it is assumed balance of massm in the current configuration is satisfied for a region comprised of a single phase material,
it follows that the Jacobian maps the mass density r ¼ dm/dv as follows:

r0 ¼ Jr ¼ Jpr; (5a)

r ¼ Jer ¼ Jp
�1
r0; (5b)

where the Lagrangian density r0 ¼ dm/dV is the differential mass per differential reference volume; conservation of mass
leads to Dr0=Dt ¼ 0.

The material time derivative D(�)/Dt is also expressed in shorthand notation as _ð�Þ. Shorthand notation for the partial
derivative is also utilized; for example, the partial derivative with respect to x can be expressed as either v(�)/vx or vx(�). The
spatial gradient, further, is also expressed by the symbol Vx. We have already mentioned the matrix determinant operation
det[(�)], and we similarly denote the trace of a matrix as tr[(�)]. The mean stress is defined for any stress measure (�) as
p(,) ¼ 1/3 tr[(�)], and the deviatoric stress as dev[(�)] ¼ (�) � p(,)1.

3. Thermodynamic formulation of the constitutive equations

In this section, the second law of thermodynamics in the form of the ClausiuseDuhem inequality is presented in order to
provide a thermodynamically-consistent formulation of the constitutive equations. First, the general form is developed in the
intermediate configuration, allowing for material anisotropy and both isotropic and kinematic hardening. Then the
assumption of material isotropy is made in order that the current configuration (spatial) formulation of the constitutive
equations may be provided directly (i.e., not mapped from the intermediate configuration). Also provided, for the sake of
comparison, is what has become accepted as a “standard” method for hyper-elastic and isochoric plasticity formulations,
where the Kirchhoff stress is employed to enforce the second law with respect to the reference volume. This Kirchhoff stress
formulation requires that the free energy moduli be defined as constant with respect to unit volume of B0 (not B), which is
problematic when plastic volume change is considered, as will be discussed in detail in Section 4. Finally, we provide a
thermodynamically-consistent spatial representation of the constitutive equations with respect to the intermediate
configuration unit volume, identifying the pertinent spatial Eshelby-like stress measure for large deformation compressible
plasticity.

3.1. Representation in the intermediate configuration

The second law of thermodynamics may be expressed as the ClausiuseDuhem (CeD) inequality for the rate of internal
entropy production at any time t in the current configuration of a continuum body Bt (cf. Truesdell and Toupin, 1960;
Holzapfel, 2000),



(a) (b)

Fig. 7. Plastic dissipation predicted by the Modified CameClay model when calibrated to measurement data of Mun and McCartney (2015), showing both
Eshelby-zeta and zeta formulations: (a) Exponential hardening rule (k ¼ 1), and (b) linear hardening rule (k ¼ 0).
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Z
B t

�
s : l � r _eþ rq _h� 1

q
q$Vxq

�
dv � 0; (6)

where s is the Cauchy stress tensor, l is the velocity gradient, r is the mass density, e is the internal energy per unit mass, q is

the temperature, h is the entropy per unit mass, and q is the heat flux vector. By assuming homogeneous temperature, i.e.,
that Vxq ¼ 0, the ClausiuseDuhem inequality reduces to the form known as the ClausiusePlanck (CeP) inequalityZ

B t

ðs : l � r _eþ rq _hÞ dv � 0; (7)
If the Helmholtz free energy per unit mass is introduced in the current configuration, J ¼ e � qh, we may write
�r _J ¼ �r _eþ rq _hþ rh _q. We write the CeP inequality (noting now the longhand notation for the material time derivative) asZ

B t

�
s : l � r _J� rh _qÞ dv ¼

Z
B t

�
s : l � r

DðJÞ
Dt

� ðrhÞ _q
�
dv � 0; (8)
Making use of the Jacobian map (Eq. (5b)), the integral can be written over the intermediate configuration as,Z
B t

�
s : l � r

DðJÞ
Dt

� ðrhÞ _q
�
JedV ¼

Z
B t

�
Jes : l � r

DðJÞ
Dt

� ðrhÞ _q
�
dV � 0: (9)
Furthermore, we say that this must hold in the vicinity of any point P2B , i.e., for an arbitrarily small volume element, to
obtain the local form of the CeP inequality in B, also known as the local plastic dissipation Dloc,

Dloc :¼ Jes : l � r
DðJÞ
Dt

� ðrhÞ _q � 0: (10)
If the material changes volume plastically, i.e., rsr0, it is a simple exercise to show that (making use of Eq. (5b))

r
DðJÞ
Dt

¼ DðrJÞ
Dt

þ ðrJÞ
_J
p

Jp
; (11)
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where the second term on the RHS of Eq. (11) is an additional contribution to the dissipation from the volumetric plastic
deformation. Furthermore, the rate of mechanical work (stress-power) Jes:l, appearing in the first term of Eq. (10), can be
expanded, first making use of the additive split of the velocity gradient

l ¼ le þ lp ¼ _FeFe�1 þ FeL
p
Fe�1

; (12)

where L
p ¼ _F

p
Fp�1

is the plastic velocity gradient inB . The expression for the stress in the intermediate configuration is given

by the second PiolaeKirchhoff stress S through a Piola map (Truesdell and Toupin, 1960), defined by

s ¼ 1
Je
FeSFeT ; sij ¼

1
Je
Fe
iI
SI JF

e
jJ
: (13)
Carrying out the contraction in Eq. (10) gives

l : sJe ¼ � _FeFe� : S þ L
p
:
�
C
e
S
�
¼ 1

2
_C
e
: S þ L

p
: M; (14)

where we have introduced the unsymmetric Mandel stress M :¼ C
e
S (Mandel, 1974) defined according to the elastic right
Cauchy-Green deformation tensor C
e ¼ FeT Fe acting on S. The dissipation inequality can hence be written as

Dloc ¼
1
2
_C
e
: S þ L

p
: M � DðrJÞ

Dt
� ðrJÞ

_J
p

Jp
� ðrhÞ _q � 0: (15)
The free energy per unit plastically deformed volume ðrJÞ is postulated with respect to the elastically-unloaded inter-
mediate configuration. It is assumed to be a function of the state of the material, allowing for the introduction of internal
variables associated with the dissipation mechanisms. The present work makes use of the simplifying assumption that the
deformation processes are isothermal, allowing for uncoupling of the deformation from changes in temperature. Further,
the free energy is assumed to depend on the elastic stored energy function W ðCeÞ, which is also known as the per unit
plastically deformed volume strain energy density, the uncoupled hardening potential H ðZaÞ, and a thermal potential GðqÞ,
where we have introduced the na scalar strain-like internal state variables associated with isotropic hardening Za for a ¼ 1
to na (in Section 4, two isotropic hardening variables will be introduced for a specific DruckerePrager type model, but for
now the number of ISV's is left general). A further generalization would be to introduce tensor valued internal state var-
iables associated with kinematic hardening and the evolution of texture; however, we will restrict the discussion to
isotropic hardening relevant to geomaterials in what follows. We note also that for the general case of material anisotropy,
second order projection tensors would need to be introduced into the stored energy function in order to allow it to be
expressed as an isotropic function representing an anisotropic material response(cf. Holzapfel, 2000; Holzapfel et al., 2000;
Svendsen et al., 2006); however, the present intermediate configuration formulation will be restricted to the case of ma-
terial isotropy (keeping in mind that it allows for the possibility of anisotropy). Accordingly, the free energy density in B
takes the form

rJ ¼ rcJ�Ce
; Za; q

�
¼ W

�
C
e
�
þ H

�
Z
�þ GðqÞ: (16)
Such that

DðrJÞ
Dt

¼ vðrJÞ
vC

e :
_C
e þ

Xna

a¼1

vðrJÞ
vZa

_Za þ vðrJÞ
vq

_q (17)
Combining Eqs. (15) and (17) provides,

Dloc ¼
�
1
2
S � vðrJÞ

vC
e

�
:
_C
e þM : L

p � ðrJÞ
_J
p

Jp
�
�
ðrhÞ þ vðrJÞ

vq

�
_q�

Xna

a¼1

vðrJÞ
vZa

_Za � 0: (18)
Following the standard arguments of what has become to be known as the “Coleman and Nollmethod” (Coleman and Noll,
1963; Coleman and Gurtin, 1967), Eq. (18) must hold for any arbitrary elastic deformation (hence c

_C
e
) and temperature ( _q),

such that the first and fourth terms on the RHS of Eq. (18) must vanish, yielding the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress and entropy
density in B as,
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S ¼ 2
vðrJÞ
vC

e ; (19a)

vðrJÞ
ðrhÞ ¼ �
vq

: (19b)
And we recognize and define from Eq. (18) the thermodynamic forces ba, energy conjugate to the internal variables Za,

ba :¼ vðrJÞ
vZa

: (20)
The plastic dissipation in B can then be written as

Dloc ¼ M : L
p � ðrJÞ

_J
p

Jp
�
Xna

a¼1

ba : _Za � 0: (21)

p p _p p p�T _p
Recall that J : ¼ det[F ], hence J ¼ J F : F and

_J
p

Jp
¼ Fp�T

: _F
p
;

_J
p

Jp
¼ Fp

�1

II
_F
p
II : (22)

�1
Also recall that L
p
IJ :¼ _F

p
IIF

p
IJ

, such that the contribution to the dissipation from the volumetric plastic deformation is the

trace of the plastic velocity gradient tr½Lp� ¼ 1 : L
p
; i.e.,

dI JLI J ¼ dI J
_F
p
IIF

p�1

IJ
¼ Fp

�1

II
_F
p
II ¼

_J
p

Jp
: (23)

p

Then the plastic dissipative terms energy conjugate to L which occur in Eq. (21) can be written as

M : L
p � ðrJÞ

_J
p

Jp
¼
h
M � ðrJÞ1

i
: L

p ¼ X : L
p

(24)

where we have defined X :¼ M � ðrJÞ1, which we refer to as the EshelbyeMandel stress, and is recognized as (the negative

of) the Eshelby stress in B (Eshelby, 1975): the stress measure that is energy conjugate to L

p
in Eq. (21). The dissipation

inequality then finally takes the form

Dloc ¼ X : L
p �

Xna

a¼1

ba
_Za � 0: (25)
The flow rulewill then be defined usingX. Accordingly, the plastic potential function G is then taken to be of the functional
form

G :¼ bG�X; ba�: (26)
It remains to determine the canonical form of the evolution equations. In associative plasticity, it is common to
invoke the principle of maximum plastic dissipation (PMPD) (von Mises, 1928; Hill, 1948; Mandel, 1964) in order to
develop the canonical forms of the evolution equations. The formal application of the PMPD in associative elastoplas-
ticity has been well established in the literature (cf. Lubliner, 1984, 1986; Simo, 1988; Hackl, 1997; Simo and Hughes,
1998), and applications of the PMPD involving Eshelby-like stresses include the works of Rakotomanana (2004) and
Miehe and Gürses (2007). However, based on experimental evidence, it is oftentimes customary to relax the PMPD for
geomaterials by assuming existence of a plastic potential function G that differs from the yield function F , i.e., GsF ,
which frames the constitutive model within non-associative plasticity (Vermeer and de Borst, 1984). It is important to
note that relaxing the PMPD is not synonymous with violating the second law of thermodynamics (in the form of the
CeD inequality, or CeP inequality), i.e., the second law may still be satisfied with suitable selection of plastic potential
function G (usually similar functional form as the yield function F , but with different material parameters). The
dissipation inequality of Eq. (25) can be computed for each increment of deformation to ensure that it is not violated
(which will be done in Section 5 for the numerical simulations presented there). We then pose the flow rule without
requiring satisfaction of the PMPD,
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L
p ¼ _g

vG

vX
; (27a)

_Za ¼ � _g
vG

vba
; (27b)

where g is the plastic multiplier.
The solution of _Fp is obtained by noting the definition of L

p ¼ _FpFp�1
, such that Eq. (27a) can then be written as

_Fp ¼ _g
vG

vX
Fp: (28)
The yield function is then proposed to be of a functional form similar to that of the plastic potential function,

F ¼cF �X; ba�; (29)

and the KarusheKuhneTucker (KKT) and consistency conditions are given in the standard way (cf. Borja, 2013) by
_g � 0 ; F � 0 ; _gF ¼ 0 ; _g _F ¼ 0: (30)
Further discussion on the choice of yield and plastic potential functions is given in Section 4, where specific functions are
proposed and complete expressions of the constitutive and evolution equations are presented, along with their numerical
implementation.

3.2. Representation in the current configuration

Herewe derive the spatial form of the constitutive equations, i.e., in the current configurationBt , showing that the spatial
EshelbyeCauchy stress tensor is found to be energy conjugate to the velocity gradient when finite plastic volume change is
considered. The CeP inequality is here first enforcedwith respect to the current configuration volume, which requires the free
energy to be posed per unit volume thereof. The following sub-sections (Sections 3.3 and 3.4) provide algorithmically
convenient alternative formulations that pose the free energy per reference unit volume (both of the material and inter-
mediate configurations, respectively) such that moduli of the free energy function can be thus defined.

The ClausiusePlanck inequality is a constraint that must hold at any time t, such thatZ
Bt

�
l : s� r _J� ðrhÞ _q� dv � 0: (31)
Similarly, as was shown in Section 3.1, for non-constant mass density (due to deformation, not mass exchange) we find,

r _J ¼ DðrJÞ
Dt

þ ðrJÞ
_J
J
¼ DðrJÞ

Dt
þ ðrJÞ1 : l: (32)
The ClausiusePlanck inequality can hence be written as

Z
Bt

�
l : s� DðrJÞ

Dt
� ðrJÞ1 : l � ðrhÞ _q

	
¼
Z
B t

�
ðs� ðrJÞ1Þ : l � DðrJÞ

Dt
� ðrhÞ _q

	
¼
Z
B t

�
x : l � DðrJÞ

Dt
� ðrhÞ _q

	
dv � 0;

(33)

where we define the EshelbyeCauchy stress tensor x that is energy-conjugate to the velocity gradient l,
x :¼ s� ðrJÞ1 ; xij :¼ sij � ðrJÞdij: (34)
Because of the assumption of elastic material isotropy, the free energy per unit mass can be taken to be a function of the
spatial elastic left Cauchy-Green tensor be (cf. Simo,1998), andwe choose now a single scalar strain-like internal state variable
z associated with isotropic hardening/softening (which will be sufficient for our specific choice of Modified CameClay ma-
terial model that will be presented in Section 4.2 for the spatial representation), such that
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rJ ¼ rcJðbe; z; qÞ; (35)
giving

DðrJÞ
Dt

¼ vðrJÞ
vbe

: _b
e þ vðrJÞ

vz
_zþ vðrJÞ

vq
_q: (36)
Recalling the additive split l ¼ le þ lp and using that the symmetry of be allows for the expression

vðrJÞ
vbe

: _b
e ¼ 2

vðrJÞ
vbe

be : le; (37)
the ClausiusePlanck inequality can now be written asZ
B t

��
x� 2

vðrJÞ
vbe

be
�

: le þ x : lp � vðrJÞ
vz

_z�
�
ðrhÞ þ vðrJÞ

vq

�
_q

	
dy � 0: (38)
This provides the constitutive equations for the EshelbyeCauchy stress x, energy-conjugate to le, the entropy density (rh),
and the corresponding thermodynamical force b energy-conjugate to _z:

x ¼ 2
vðrJÞ
vbe

be; (39a)

vðrJÞ
ðrhÞ ¼ �
vq

; (39b)

b :¼ vðrJÞ
: (39c)
vz
Decomposing the plastic velocity gradient into symmetric and skew parts lp ¼ dp þ wp, where sym[lp] ¼ dp and skew
[lp] ¼ wp, the further simplification can be made that the EshelbyeCauchy stress is energy conjugate to the plastic defor-
mation rate dp since symmetry of x leads to x:wp¼ 0. The plastic dissipation inequality has hence been obtained, expressing it
in the local form in Bt , we now must have that

Dloc :¼ x : dp � b _z � 0: (40)
The plastic potential and yield functions are introduced allowing for non-associative plasticity analogously to as done in
the intermediate configuration representation, such that GsF (see Section 3.1 for detailed discussion), respectively,

G :¼ bGðx; bÞ ; F :¼cF ðx; bÞ: (41)
Providing the flow rule:

dp ¼ _g
vG
vx

; (42a)

_z ¼ � _g
vG
vb

; (42b)

and the KKT and consistency conditions are enforced with respect to the yield function as before.
Note that because of the restriction to material isotropy (elastic and plastic), the orientation of the intermediate configu-

ration is irrelevant andwe choose here to assign a value to the plastic spin ofW
p≡0 (cf. Simo,1998). Noting Eq. (12), this implies

also that wp ≡ 0. This can be seen by making use of the polar decomposition Fe ¼ ReU
e
, where Re is the orthogonal elastic

rotation tensor andU
e
is the symmetric right elastic stretch tensor. The plastic spin of the current configuration is then given by
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wp ¼ skew
h
FeL

p
Fe�1

i
¼ skew

h
FeD

p
Fe�1

i
¼ 1

2

�
FeD

p
Fe�1 � Fe�T

D
pT

FeT
	
¼ 1

2
Re
�
U

e
D
p
U

e�1

� U
e�T

D
pT

U
eT
	
ReT

¼ 1
2
Re
�
D
p � D

pT
	
ReT ¼ 0; (43)

where it was used thatU
e
and D

p
are symmetric and coaxial tensors, and therefore commute. The plastic deformation rates in

the current and intermediate configurations are hence related by

dp ¼ FeD
p
Fe�1

; (44)

which furnishes the relation between the plastic part of the deformation gradient and the deformation rate in the current
configuration (recalling that D

p ¼ _FpFp�1
).

3.3. Spatial representation with respect to material referential unit volume

Let us briefly derive the “standard” implementationwith respect to the current configuration for deformation variables be

and z (i.e., assumingmaterial isotropy) andmaterial reference configuration for the free energy ðr0JÞ (cf. de Souza Neto et al.,
2008; Borja, 2013), in order that we may compare and contrast these equations with those derived in terms of the Eshel-
byeMandel stress X (intermediate configuration) and EshelbyeCauchy stress x (current configuration). It is important to
emphasize that what we call the “standard” spatial representation here typically makes use of the assumption that the
material is not changing volume plastically, which allows the free energy per unit volume to be equitably posed with respect
to unit volumes of either the reference or intermediate configurations. Because we are concerned herein with materials that
do undergo plastic volume change, this “standard” implementation implies that either plastic volume changes induce
changes in stress (thus violating the basic premise that the intermediate configuration is stress-free), or is inconvenient with
respect to the algorithmic implementation because the material parameters cannot remain constant in time, as will be
discussed in greater detail in Section 4.

The ClausiusePlanck inequality can be written as (comparing with Eq. (33)),Z
B

�
l : s� r _J� ðrhÞ _q� dv � 0 (45a)Z �
l : t� Dðr0JÞ � ðr hÞ _q

�
dV � 0 (45b)
B0

Dt 0

Z ��
vðr0JÞ e

�
e p vðr0JÞ �

vðr0JÞ� _
	

B0

t� 2
vbe

b : d þ t : d �
vz

_z� ðr0hÞ þ vq
q dV � 0: (45c)

p
where the single-phase mass balance Dr0=Dt ¼ 0 was used, along with the symmetry of t providing that t:w ¼ 0. The
Kirchhoff stress, entropy density, and Kirchhoff-stress-like ISV in B0 are then written,

t ¼ 2
vðr0JÞ
vbe

be; ðr0hÞ ¼ �vðr0JÞ
vq

; bt :¼ vðr0JÞ
vz

; (46)
The dissipation inequality in B0 is then expressed as,

DlocjB0
:¼ t : dp � bt _z � 0: (47)
The plastic potential and yield functions are proposed as before, but now in terms of the Kirchhoff stress,

Gt :¼ bGðt; btÞ ; F t :¼cF ðt; btÞ: (48)
The flow and hardening/softening rule is for this case then:

dp ¼ _g
vGt

vt
; (49a)

vGt
_z ¼ � _g
vbt

: (49b)
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3.4. Spatial representation with respect to unit volume of the intermediate configuration

It is, however, of interest to pose the free energy and enforce the CeP inequality with respect to B (not B0), since that is
truly the “reference” configuration for the constitutive equations under the assumption of the multiplicative split of the
deformation gradient (as was presented in Section 2 and will be discussed in greater detail in Section 4). Accordingly, we
could consider not the Kirchhoff stress t ¼ Js, but define an alternative stress measure,

z :¼ Jes; (50)

in order that wemay pose the CeP inequality with respect to the intermediate configuration and postulate the free energy in

terms of the plastically deformed unit volume. We begin by writing the CeP inequality with respect to the current config-
uration expressed in integral and local forms respectively,Z

B

�
l : s� r _J� ðrhÞ _q� dv � 0; (51a)

D :¼ l : s� r _J� ðrhÞ _q � 0: (51b)
loc
Proceeding with the local form, recalling that r changes in time and making use of the arguments from Section 3.1, the
local dissipation inequality can be multiplied through by Je to find

DlocjB ¼ l : sJe � Jer
DðJÞ
Dt

� JeðrhÞ _q ¼
�
z� 2

vðrJÞ
vbe

be
�

: de þ z : dp � ðrJÞ tr½dp� � vðrJÞ
vz

_z�
�
ðrhÞ þ vðrJÞ

vq

�
_q

¼ ðz� ðrJÞ1Þ : dp � vðrJÞ
vz

_z ¼ xz : dp � vðrJÞ
vz

_z � 0;

(52)

where we have defined the spatial Eshelby-like stress that we call the “Eshelby-zeta stress”,
xz :¼ z� ðrJÞ1; (53)

which is energy conjugate to the spatial rate of deformation and defined with respect to the free energy per plastically-

deformed unit volume. Note that again we used that xz : wp ¼ 0, the standard Coleman-Noll arguments, and Eq. (23), but
now also it was used that tr½Lp� ¼ tr½lp�. The stress, entropy density, and stress-like ISV constitutive equations in B have also
been found,

z ¼ 2
vðrJÞ
vbe

be; (54a)

vðrJÞ
ðrhÞ ¼ �
vq

; (54b)

z vðrJÞ e

x :¼ 2

vbe
b � ðrJÞ1; (54c)

z vðrJÞ

b :¼

vz
: (54d)
The local form of the dissipation inequality can now be written,

DlocjB :¼ xz : dp � bz _z � 0: (55)
The plastic potential and yield functions are now of the form, respectively,

Gxz :¼ bG xz�
xz; bz

�
; F xz :¼cF xz�

xz; bz
�
: (56)
The flow rule in this case is then given by,

dp ¼ _g
vGxz

vxz
; (57a)
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_z ¼ � _g
vGxz

vbz
: (57b)
4. Specific constitutive equations and their numerical implementation

Relatively simple classical forms of free energy and corresponding yield and plastic potential functions will be presented
so that the various methods presented in Section 3 can be compared: (1) DruckerePrager (DP) with pressure dependent cap
plasticity and Neo-Hookean elasticity after that presented in Regueiro and Ebrahimi (2010), and (2) Modified CameClay
(MCC) plasticity and pressure dependent elasticity after that presented in Borja and Tamagnini (1998). The DP criterion will
assume a non-associative flow rule and be formulated in the intermediate configuration to compare the EshelbyeMandel and
Mandel formulations. The MCC criterion will have an associated flow rule and be formulated in the current formulation to
compare Eshelby-zeta, zeta, and Kirchhoff formulations. The corresponding free energy functions will also be described here
in the various forms described in Section 3. The complete formulation of the constitutive equations is presented in terms of
the Eshelby-like stresses X and xz, which are the novel formulations that are suggested here for materials undergoing large
plastic volumetric deformation.

The DruckerePrager (DP) and Modified CameClay (MCC) plasticity models are chosen because they are both well
established pressure dependent cap-plasticity models, appropriate for modeling the behavior of a broad range of geo-
materials. DruckerePrager plasticity can be related to the classical MohreCoulomb frictionmodel describing granular particle
contacts (cf. Chang and Bennett, 2015), with cohesion and the angle of internal friction as model parameters. The DP model
has been shown to be applicable to a much wider range of materials (beyond just granular), such as concrete (e.g., Jiang and
Wu, 2012) and rock (e.g., Bennett et al., 2015), with even such diverse applications as to shape memory alloys (e.g., Kan and
Kang, 2010) and to the modeling of bone plasticity (e.g., Feerick and McGarry, 2012). MCC theory has beenwell established in
the context of critical state mechanics, and continues to be developed in the literature (e.g., Borja et al., 2013; Nguyen, 2014),
finding diverse application, such as the modeling of powder compaction (Guner et al., 2015), for example. It is important to
emphasize that although the MCC and DP models are chosen with geomaterials in mind, they are chosen for the purpose of
investigating and demonstrating the implications of using (or not) the Eshelby-like formulations of elastoplasticity for
simulations of large plastic volumetric compression. In other words, the intent is not solely to provide a specific constitutive
model for a specific material, but rather to provide an example of how the predictions obtained from the various formulations
of finite strain elastoplasticity presented in Section 3 compare when implemented with these classical well-proven consti-
tutive models.

The DP and MCC elastoplastic constitutive models are presented in the following as stress update algorithms for the
numerical solution of nonlinear initial boundary value problems (IBVP's) in solid mechanics. Specifically, they are
designed to provide the constitutive relationship for the iterative solution of the discretized version of the momentum
balance equations through the finite element method. Within this context where stress histories are stored at the Gauss
integration points, the algorithm consists of a global iteration (typically of the NewtoneRaphson type) that determines
the nodal displacement vectors iteratively. The deformation gradients are calculated from this nodal displacement
vector, which is then used to drive the stress-point integration algorithm at each Gauss point. The stress update al-
gorithms presented in Box 1 and 2 provide the integration algorithm for the local constitutive equations evaluated at
each Gauss point and on each global iterate of the incremental IBVP solution. The full details of the finite element
implementation are not provided here because examples (presented in Section 6) are restricted to material point
simulations, the concern of the current work being the constitutive model. For further details on the standard nu-
merical procedure for finite element calculations within the context of the current work, the reader is referred to Borja
(2013).

4.1. DruckerePrager

After Regueiro and Ebrahimi (2010) the free energy is taken to be of the compressible Neo-Hookean type, with a hardening
potential consisting of two scalar strain like ISV's and hardeningmoduli; however, we include here also the thermal potential:

rJ :¼ W
�
C
e
�
þH

�
Z1; Z2

�þ Gðq0Þ; (58a)

W :¼ l

2
ðln JeÞ2 � mln Je þ m

2

�
tr
h
C
e
i
� 3

�
; (58b)
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H :¼ H1

2
Z
2
1 þ

H2

2

�
Z
2
2 þ

k

a

�
exp


� aZ2
�� 1

�2�
; (58c)

where l and m are the Lam�e constants, and H1, H2, k and a are material parameters describing the hardening/softening
behavior. When the parameter k is taken as zero, linear hardening in Z2 is recovered. The choice of linear hardening in
Z1 and exponential in Z2 is chosen so that the resulting evolutions laws for the associated stress like ISV's will be similar
to the form used by Regueiro and Ebrahimi (2010) (although theirs was chosen as an ad-hoc hardening rule). The choice
of Neo-Hookean elasticity has the advantage of reducing to Hooke's law at small strain. We note that for high pressure
modeling, it is sometimes customary to introduce some sort of pressure dependence, such as the Murnaghan equation of
state (Murnaghan, 1944), for example; however, in the interest of keeping the present discussion as succinct as possible
and keeping the constitutive model consistent with that presented in Regueiro and Ebrahimi (2010), we choose to avoid
introducing such complexity here. Similarly, it should be noted that constitutive models developed for certain geo-
materials, or even, as often is the case, for certain sets of experimental measurements, often introduce ad-hoc
dependence of elastic properties on pressure and/or density state, which is not compatible with having the hard-
ening potential be considered as part of the free energy (cf. Borja and Tamagnini, 1998). We intentionally avoid
introducing any such ad-hoc equations here because doing so would be antithetical to our purpose of examining the
influence of the Eshelby stress on the constitutive response while maintaining adherence to the thermodynamic
principles outlined in Section 3.

The specific forms of the constitutive equations are then found for the various stress measures described in Section 3.2:

S ¼ m1þ �lln Je � m
�
C
e�1

; (59a)

M ¼ mC
e þ �lln Je � m

�
1; (59b)
X ¼ mC
e þ �lln Je � m� ðrJÞ�1; (59c)
as well as the isotropic hardening stress-like ISV's,
b1 ¼ H1Z1 ; b2 ¼ H2
�
Z2 � k

�
exp


� aZ2
�� 1

�
exp


� aZ2
��
: (60)

1
The DruckerePrager (DP) yield function F is taken to be of the form presented by Regueiro and Ebrahimi (2010), but now
as a function of X:

F
�
X; b1; b2

�
:¼ ����dev
X�����2 � Ffcap

�
Afb1 � BfpX

�2 � 0; (61a)

2
ffiffiffi
6

p
cos f 2

ffiffiffi
6

p
sin f
Af :¼
3þ h sin f

; Bf :¼
3þ h sin f

; �1 � h � 1; (61b)

f X b2 � 3pX

Fcap :¼ 1� 〈b2 � 3p 〉�

X
f � b2

�2 ; (61c)

X 1 h� X
� �

X
�i
〈b2 � 3p 〉 :¼
2
�b2 � 3p �þ b2 � 3p ; (61d)

X
f
:¼ b2 � R

�
Afb1 � Bfb2

�
: (61e)
Where f and b1 are the friction angle and cohesion, respectively. The internal state variables (ISV's) are b1 and b2, associated

with shear and compressive hardening/softening, respectively. The position of the cap along the 3pX axis is given by X

f
and

theMacauley bracket 〈,〉. The material parameter R controls the ellipticity of the cap, and the shape of the yield surface on the
octahedral plane is controlled by�1� h� 1, such that h¼ 1 and h¼�1 coincidewith the intersection of the triaxial extension
(TE) and triaxial compression (TC) corners of theMohreCoulomb yield surface, respectively. For non-associative plasticity, we
have similar functional form for the plastic potential function G as for the yield function; the only difference being that the
dilatation angle j replaces the friction angle f in Eq. (61), such that

G
�
X; b1; b2

�
:¼ ����dev
X�����2 � Fjcap

�
Ajb1 � BjpX

�2
: (62)
The flow rule specified in Eq. (27) can now be solved by finding the direction of plastic deformation as
1 Note that Regueiro and Ebrahimi (2010) used the notation c for b1, k for b2, and b for h.
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vG

vX
¼ dev



X
�þ Cj1; (63)

where
Cj
:¼ 2

�
Ajb1 � BjpX

�264FjcapBj
3

�
�
Ajb1 � BjpX

� 〈b2 � 3pX〉�
X
j � b2

�2
375: (64)
The evolution equations for the strain like ISV's are similarly found. Note that

vG

vb1
¼ 2Aj

�
Ajb1 � BjpX

�264R�Ajb1 � BjpX
�
〈b2 � 3pX〉

b2 � 3pX�
X
j � b2

�3 � Fjcap

375; (65)

which means that when the stress state is not on the cap ð3pX >b2Þ, Eq. (65) reduces to
vG

vb1

�����
3pX�b2

¼ �2Aj
�
Ajb1 � BjpX

�
: (66)
The evolution of b1 for stress states on the cap, in contrast, is scaled by

vG
vb1

�����
3pX < b2

¼ 2Aj
�
Ajb1 � BjpX

�24 b2 � pX

X
j � b2

!2
0@R
�
Ajb1 � BjpX

�
X
j � b2

þ 1

1A� 1

35: (67)
To determine the evolution of Z2 we find

vG

vb2
¼ 〈sign

�
b2 � 3pX

�
〉

 
Ajb1 � BjpX

X
j � b2

!2
24�b2 � 3pX

�
þ 〈b2 � 3pX〉

0@ 2RBj�
X
j � b2

�þ 1

1A35: (68)

X
Eq. (68) ensures that b2 only evolves when 3p <b2, i.e., when the stress state is on the cap. Hardening will occur when
X
j � b2 � �2RBj, and softening will occur otherwise. Making use of the definition of X

j
in Eq. (61e), an equivalent statement

is that hardening occurs when Ajb1 � Bjb2 � Bj, otherwise softening.

4.1.1. Numerical implementation of the DruckerePrager model
A semi-implicit integration scheme is used to integrate the evolution equations written in the intermediate configuration

(cf. Simo and Ortiz, 1985; Moran et al., 1990). The procedure follows that described in detail by Regueiro and Ebrahimi (2010),
who provide further details and discussion. We note that Regueiro and Ebrahimi (2010) made use of the assumption that
elastic strains are relatively small compared to the plastic strains; however, such an assumption is not necessary here.

The integrated flow and hardening rules are

Fp
nþ1 ¼

"
1þ Dgnþ1

 
vG

vX

!
n

#
Fp
n; (69a)

DZ1 ¼ �Dgnþ1

 
vG

vb1

!
n

; (69b)

DZ2 ¼ �Dgnþ1

 
vG

vb2

!
n

; (69c)

which provide the solution to the constitutive equations of Eq. (59) for the strain driven problem (with Fe
nþ1 ¼ Fnþ1F

p�1

nþ1). The
increment of the plastic multiplier is solved at each time step tnþ1 with a NeR iteration by enforcing the consistency con-
dition, defining the NeR residual R :¼ F ¼ 0. A summary of the integration algorithm for the intermediate configuration
representation in terms of the Eshelby-Mandel stress is provided in Box 1, and the equations necessary for finding the
consistent tangent of the NeR iteration for each time step are summarized Appendix A.
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4.2. Modified CameClay

The Modified CameClay (MCC) theory of Borja and Tamagnini (1998) is followed, except that no empirical dependence of
elastic variables on density state is introduced, so that it is more comparable with the DP model, and so that the effect of
introducing the Eshelby-zeta stress into the constitutive equations is not convoluted by the empirical equations. As Borja and
Tamagnini (1998) point out, introducing an empirical CameClay consolidation law prohibits the inclusion of a hardening
potential in the free energy.

The free energy is then taken as a function of the left Cauchy-Green deformation tensor be and a single isotropic hardening
variable z as described in Section 3.4. The logarithmic strain tensor is introduced ε: ¼ 1/2 lnb, such that it is additively
composed of elastic and plastic parts, ε¼ ε

eþ ε
p. The deviatoric part of the elastic logarithmic strain is defined as ee:¼ ε

e� 1/3
tr[εe]1. The plastic hardening potential is also assumed to be part of the free energy in lieu of an ad-hoc hardening rule,
analogous to that of the DP model:

rJ :¼ K
2
ðln JeÞ2 þ mkeek2 þ H

2
z2 þ k

a
ðexp½ � az� � 1Þ2 þ Gðq0Þ; (70)

where K is the log bulk modulus, m is the shear modulus, H is the hardening/softening modulus, and Gðq0Þ is the thermal

potential. Similarly as to the DPmodel, thematerial parameters a and k control the exponential hardening, where taking k ¼ 0
recovers a linear hardening rule. The stress constitutive equations are then found according to Eqs. (54a) and (54c):

z ¼ 2mee þ Kln Je1; (71a)

xz ¼ 2mee þ �Kln Je � rJ
�
1; (71b)
and the isotropic hardening stress-like ISV according to Eq. (54d),
bz ¼ Hðz� kðexp½ � az� � 1Þexp½ � az�Þ: (72)
The MCC yield function is given as a function of the Eshelby-zeta stress and a single scalar hardening variable,

F xz
�
xz; bz

�
:¼
 
qx

z

m

!2

þ px
z
�
px

z � pzc
�
� 0; (73)

where m is a material parameter, qx
z

:¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3=2

p ����dev½xz�����≡qz :¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3=2

p kdev½z�k, and the scalar state variable pz, called the
c

preconsolidation pressure, is the isotropic hardening stress-like ISV plus a reference (or initial) value, i.e.,

pzc :¼ pzc0 þ bz; (74)

such that,
_pzc≡ _b
z
: (75)
Making note of the relations

vqx
z

vxz
¼

ffiffiffi
3
2

r
dev½z�

jjdev½z�jj :¼
ffiffiffi
3
2

r bn ;
vpx

z

vxz
¼ 1

3
1; (76)

the direction of plastic deformation for the associated flow rule is found as
cm :¼ vF xz

vxz
¼ 2

qz

m2
vqz

vxz
þ 2px

zvpx
z

vxz
� vpx

z

vxz
pzc ¼

ffiffiffi
6

p
qz

m2
bn þ 2px

z � pzc
3

1; (77)

and for the evolution of the ISV z we similarly find
vF xz

vbz
¼ �px

z

; (78)

such that the flow and hardening rules according to Eq. (57) then respectively become
dp ¼ _gcm ; _z ¼ � _gpx
z

: (79)
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4.2.1. Numerical implementation of the Modified CameClay model
For the spatial representation, a backward Euler fully implicit integration schememaking use of the exponential map (cf.

Hirsch and Smale, 1974; Gurtin, 1981; Simo, 1992, among others) is employed to integrate the evolution equations in the
current configuration. As noted by Borja and Tamagnini (1998), the assumption of material isotropy and the coaxiality of the
plastic and elastic principal stretch increments due to the associated flow rule allows the flow rule of Eq. (42) to be
expressed as a plastic corrector equation in the space of εe. This allows the return mapping algorithm of the classical
infinitesimal strain theory to be preserved, as has been noted and explored by many (cf. Simo, 1992, 1998; Miehe, 1996; de
Souza Neto et al., 2008). There appears to be, however, some variability in the literature as to the specific procedures and
necessary assumptions, so the precise procedure and specific assumptions employed herein are described in detail in what
follows.

The constitutive equation for the plastic deformation rate dp given in Eq. (79) is expressed as a spatial quantity. Care must
be taken in this regard, recalling the relation between the plastic deformation rates of the current and intermediate con-
figurations given in Eq. (44) (where the restriction to material isotropy allowed the assumption that W

p ¼ 00wp ¼ 0). The
polar decomposition Fe ¼ ReU

e
is again made use of along with the fact that the symmetric and coaxial tensors D

p
and U

e

commute. The plastic deformation rate defined within the current configuration can then be shown to be equal to the
elastically rotated plastic deformation rate by expanding Eq. (44), i.e.,

dp ¼ ReU
e
D
p
U

e�1

ReT ¼ ReD
p
ReT ¼ Re

 
_FpFp�1

!
ReT : (80)
The flow rule of Eq. (57) then becomes

Re

 
_FpFp�1

!
ReT ¼ _g

vF xz

vxz
0 _Fp ¼ _gReT vF

xz

vxz
ReFp: (81)
This is solved making use of the exponential map

Fp
nþ1 ¼ exp

"
ðDgÞReT

nþ1
vF xz

vxz

�����
nþ1

Re
nþ1

#
Fp
n; (82)

or, according to the properties of the tensor exponential given that Re is an orthogonal tensor, equivalently expressed as
Fp
nþ1 ¼ ReT

nþ1 exp

"
Dg

vF xz

vxz

�����
nþ1

#
Re
nþ1F

p
n: (83)
The definition of the incremental deformation gradient that arises from Fnþ1 ¼ fFn is noted, such that

f ¼ Fnþ1F
�1
n ¼ 1þVxn ½Du�: (84)
The expression for Fe
nþ1 is hence obtained from the multiplicative split, Eq. (83), and the property of the matrix expo-

nential function inverse to be

Fe
nþ1 ¼ Fnþ1F

p�1

nþ1 ¼ f Fe
nR

eT
nþ1 exp

"
� Dg

vF xz

vxz

�����
nþ1

#
Re
nþ1: (85)
The trial value of the elastic deformation gradient is Fe;tr
nþ1 :¼ f Fe

n: Equation (85) can hence be written as the return
mapping equation

Fe
nþ1 ¼ Fe;tr

nþ1R
eT
nþ1 exp

"
� Dg

vF xz

vxt

�����
nþ1

#
Re
nþ1: (86)
Recall the alternative polar decomposition of the deformation gradient Fe
nþ1 ¼ venþ1R

e
nþ1, where venþ1 ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
benþ1

q
is the left

elastic stretch tensor. It can be shown (cf. de Souza Neto et al., 2008) that, with Fe;tr
nþ1 ¼ ve;trnþ1R

e;tr
nþ1 and Re;tr

nþ1 ¼ Re
nþ1 (since

W
p ¼ 0) Eq. (86) can be written as
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venþ1 ¼ ve;trnþ1 exp

"
� Dg

vF xz

vxz

�����
nþ1

#
: (87)
Taking the natural logarithm of both sides of Eq. (87), the return mapping equation in terms of the logarithmic elastic
strain (εe ¼ lnve) is obtained,

ε
e
nþ1 ¼ ε

e;tr
nþ1 � ðDgÞvF

vxz

����
nþ1

¼ ε
e;tr
nþ1 � Dgcmnþ1: (88)
The stress invariants can then be specified directly as functions of their trial values and the plastic multiplier increment.

pznþ1 ¼ �Kln Jenþ1
� ¼ K

�
tr
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� Dg tr½cmnþ1�
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vpx
z

!
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�
2pznþ1 � px

z

c;nþ1

�
; (89)

where it was used that lnJe ¼ tr[εe]. The Eshelby-zeta mean stress is then
px
z

nþ1 ¼ pznþ1 � rJjnþ1: (90)
The zeta (and Eshelby-zeta) deviator stress is found as

qx
z

nþ1≡q
z
nþ1 ¼

ffiffiffi
6

p
m
��eenþ1

�� ¼
ffiffiffi
6

p
m

������ee;trnþ1 � Dg dev½cmnþ1�
������ ¼ qz;trnþ1 � 6mDg

qznþ1

m2 ; (91)
The stress like ISV becomes

b
z
nþ1 ¼ Hðznþ1 � kðexp½ � az� � 1Þexp½ � az�Þ; (92)

where the integrated hardening rule is used:
znþ1 ¼ zn þ Dgpx
z

: (93)
Note that we can write

pzc;nþ1 ¼ pzc0 þ Hðznþ1 � kðexp½ � az� � 1Þexp½ � az�Þ: (94)
Eqs. (90) and (91) provide 2 scalar equations for the stress invariants, rearranging,

qx
z

nþ1ðDgÞ ¼ qx
z ;tr
nþ1

��
1þ 6mDg

m2

�
; (95)

and
px
z

nþ1ðDgÞ ¼
px

z;tr
nþ1 þ KDg

�
pzc0 þ Hzn

�
1þ 2KDg� K HðDgÞ2

: (96)

xz
The time-integrated consistency condition for plastic loading, F nþ1 ¼ 0, is employed along with a NewtoneRaphson
iteration to solve for Dgnþ1. The residual is defined as

R :¼ F xz ðDgÞ ¼
�
qz

m

�2

þ px
z
�
px

z � pzc
�
¼ 0: (97)
A summary of the integration algorithm for the current configuration representation in terms of the Eshelby-zeta stress is
provided in Box 2, and a summary of the equations necessary for finding the consistent tangent of the NeR iteration at each
time step is provided in Appendix B.
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4.3. Discussion on choice of free energy function

Note that we choose to pose the free energy with respect to the elastically-unloaded, plastically-deformed intermediate
configuration (i.e., per unit volume thereof), which was convenient for the intermediate configuration in terms of the
EshelbyeMandel stress X, but required us to introduce the alternative “zeta” stress measure for the current configuration
formulation in terms of the Eshelby-zeta stress xz. This follows from the basic premise of the multiplicative split of the
deformation gradient, that the elastic deformation occurs purely between the intermediate and current configurations, such
that the intermediate configuration is the one to which we must look to as a reference for the “stress-free” state (in a
phenomenological sense) of the material (Lee and Liu, 1967; Lee, 1969; Le and Stumpf, 1993). That this must be the case when
large plastic volume strains are considered can be made clear by considering the various functional forms of the free energies
which were posed in Section 3. The isochoric part of the right and left Cauchy-Green deformation tensors are, respectively,

C
e
0

:¼ ðJeÞ�2=3C
e
and be

0
:¼ ðJeÞ�2=3be. The various free energy forms posed in Section 3 can be written now as additively

composed of volumetric and isochoric parts of a compressible Neo-Hookean type:

rJ
�
C
e
; Z
�
:¼ K

2
ðln JeÞ2 þ m

2
tr

"
C
e
0 #

þ H
2
Z
2 þ Gðq0Þ; (98a)

r0Jðbe; zÞ :¼ K0
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2
tr
�
be
0 	

þ H0

2
z2 þ Gðq0Þ; (98b)

rJðbe; zÞ :¼ K
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ðln JeÞ2 þ m

2
tr
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be
0 	

þ H
2
z2 þ Gðq0Þ; (98c)

rJðbe; zÞ :¼ k
2
ðln JeÞ2 þ m

2
tr
�
be
0 	

þ h
2
z2 þ gðq0Þ; (98d)

where K0, K , and k are the log bulk moduli with respect to volumes in their respective configurations, m0, m, and m are likewise
the shear moduli, and H0, H, and h are likewise isotropic hardening/softening moduli. Clearly, the moduli are related by the
Jacobian maps (from Eq. (5a)),

K0 ¼ JpK ¼ Jk ; m0 ¼ Jpm ¼ Jm ; H0 ¼ JpH ¼ Jh; (99)

and likewise the thermal potential,

Gðq0Þ ¼ Jp Gðq0Þ ¼ J gðq0Þ; (100)

which implies that only those moduli defined with respect to one of the configurations can be taken as constant. The thought
experiment provided in Appendix C shows an example where we must choose those moduli defined with respect to the
intermediate configuration unit volume to be constant in time (when we allow that the material may change volume
plastically) in order to ensure that the intermediate configuration remains stress-free (in a phenomenological, not a defect-
mechanics sense).

We note also here that, without loss of generality, it is at this point assumed that the constant thermal potential Gðq0Þ ¼ 0,
such that it does not contribute to ðrJÞ in calculating an Eshelby-like stress. Otherwise, under constant reference temper-
ature q0 for which Gðq0Þ is a constant, the Eshelby-like stresses presented in the numerical results of Section 5 would be
shifted by a constant. For full temperature-dependent constitutive modeling of material behavior for problems in which
changing temperature q could play a role (such as energy foundations, e.g., Wang et al. (2014), or nuclear waste repositories,
e.g., Arson and Gatmiri (2012)), this assumption would not be valid.
5. Numerical examples and comparisons

The Eshelby-like stresses we have defined in both the intermediate and current configurations (X and x, respectively), as
well as the Eshelby-zeta stress xz that we have defined with respect to the intermediate configuration volume, differ from the
standard stress measures in those configurations (i.e.M, s, and z, respectively) only as far as their volumetric parts, since it is
clear from Eqs. (24), (34), and (53) that dev½X�≡ dev½M�, dev½x�≡dev½s�, and dev½xz�≡dev½z�. While in contrast,

pX≡pM � ðrJÞ; (101a)
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px≡ps � ðrJÞ; (101b)

px
z

≡pz � ðrJÞ: (101c)
In order to examine the significance of posing the constitutive equations in terms of the various Eshelby-like stresses, it is
therefore of interest to consider the case of large deformation isotropic compression in which no deviatoric stresses are
developed (for an isotropic material). In so doing, the intention is to demonstrate the significance of introducing the Eshelby-
like stresses into the constitutive equations for those materials capable of undergoing significant plastic volumetric
deformation.

Both the DP andMCCmodels were implemented for simulation of the high pressure isotropic compression measurements
on Boulder clay conducted byMun andMcCartney (2015); the details of sample preparation and experimental procedures are
discussed in their paper. Measurements were taken to a peak pressure (negative mean Cauchy stress) p ¼ �ps of approxi-
mately 160 MPa, corresponding to a total nominal compressive volume strain (negative relative volume change) �DV/
V0 ¼ 1 � J of approximately 27%.

The constitutive models derived and presented in terms of the various stress measures, as listed in Table 1, have all been
implemented. The DP model was implemented in the intermediate configuration, and the MCC model was implemented in
both intermediate and current configurations, where such numerical implementation details follow similarly to the DPmodel
implementation of Section 4.1, and thus are not repeated here. Both models were implemented with both linear and
exponential hardening rules (k ¼ 0 and k ¼ 1, respectively). “Standard” approaches to the formulation of the constitutive
equations in terms of the Mandel M and zeta z stresses (which do not account for plastic volume change in satisfying the
ClausiuseDuhem inequality) and the Kirchhoff stress t (which implies additional stresses are developed due to plastic
volume changes) have also been implemented for the same loading history, initial conditions, andmaterial parameters so that
the results can be compared.

The following figures present the results, showing that the standard formulation of the constitutive equations in terms of
M or t (or z) differs from the (thermodynamically-consistent) Eshelby-like stress formulations at large plastic volumetric
strains, while the intermediate and current configuration representations of the Eshelby-like formulations (EshelbyeMandel
and Eshelby-zeta, respectively) are equivalent. The results show that what we call here “standard” formulations can under-
predict the deformation at a given value of mean Cauchy stress ps when large plastic volumetric strain occurs (cf. Fig. 8), and
may violate the second law of thermodynamics as expressed by the plastic dissipation inequality (derived in Section 3) under
certain modeling and loading conditions (cf. Fig. 10).

5.1. DruckerePrager numerical results

The DP model was used to simulate high pressure isotropic compression tests performed on Boulder clay (Mun and
McCartney, 2015) using both exponential and linear hardening rules. Fig. 2 compares the simulation results to the mea-
surements, plotting negative mean Cauchy stress (pressure) p ¼ �ps and nominal compressive volume strain (negative
relative volume change)�DV/V0¼ 1� J. Themodel was employed in both (1) an EshelbyeMandel formulation as described in
Sections 3.1 and 4.1, and (2) as a “standard”Mandel formulation, where the yield and plastic potential functions were taken as
functions of the Mandel stress, i.e., the standard Mandel formulation is recovered by taking

F
�
X
�
/F

�
M
�
; G

�
X
�
/G

�
M
�
: (102)
The model parameters were calibrated with the EshelbyeMandel formulation, and then the standard Mandel formulation
was run with the same model parameters in order to compare the results. The calibrated model parameters are presented in
Table 2. The elastic moduli were calibrated tomatch the slope of the unloading curve (assuming a Poisson's ratio ofz0.375 to
be in the range of typical values for geomaterials). The friction angle was taken as an appropriate value for Boulder clay after
Mun and McCartney (2015), and the cohesion and dilatancy angle were chosen as typical (relatively low) values for drained
clays. The initial value of the preconsolidation stress¼ 3b2ð0Þ was taken as a relatively small value to be consistent with that of
a remolded clay. The model parameter h was taken as its median value of 0, and the cap ellipticity parameter R taken as a
typical value of 10 after Regueiro and Ebrahimi (2010). The hardening/softening parameters H1, H2, and a were then
Table 1
Formulations of constitutive equations presented and implemented for isotropic compression with large plastic volumetric strain.

Config. Formulation name Stress measure Free energy Preserves B stress-free Thermodynamically consistent for Jp s 1

B EshelbyeMandel X rJ Yes Yes
Mandel M rJ Yes No

Bt Eshelby-zeta xz rJ Yes Yes
Zeta z rJ Yes No
Kirchhoff t r0J No Yes



(a) (b)

Fig. 8. Comparison of MCC model predictions of mean Cauchy stress ps comparing all (a) current configuration formulations, and (b) intermediate configuration
formulations.
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calibrated through an iterative process for a best fit to the measurements separately for the exponential and linear hardening
cases (k ¼ 1 and k ¼ 0, respectively).

Fig. 2(a) shows that the DPmodel is able to simulate the high pressure isotropic compression tests reasonablywell for both
the EshelbyeMandel andMandel formulations when the exponential hardening rule is used. The difference between the two
formulations is relatively minor, with the standard Mandel formulation predicting a slightly stiffer response than the
EshelbyeMandel, of an additional 4.7 MPa at peak strain of 1 � J ¼ 27%. Fig. 2(b) shows the DP model predictions with the
linear hardening rule (k ¼ 0), which also predicts a stiffer response of the “standard” formulation of 15.3 MPa at the same
peak strain. Clearly, the linear hardening rule is not able to precisely capture the highly non-linear observed behavior;
however, the results provide interesting further comparison between the EshelbyeMandel and Mandel formulations of the
DPmodel.When the plastic volumetric deformation is relatively small, the EshelbyeMandel andMandel formulations predict
nearly the same results; however, at large plastic volumetric strains, the results diverge from each other. The difference
between the formulations is accentuated when the linear hardening rule is used. Fig. 3 compares the relative elastic and
plastic deformation predicted by the DP EshelbyeMandel formulation, comparing the predictions of the linear and expo-
nential hardening rules. Although both hardening rules predict nearly the same total amounts of plastic and elastic defor-
mation, the linear hardening clearly consists of significantly more relative plastic work, calculated as the difference between
the total area under the curve and the area under the unloading curve of Fig. 2. Interestingly, the linear hardening rule
Fig. 9. Comparison of (current configuration) Kirchhoff, Eshelby-zeta, and zeta formulations with moduli scaled by Jpfinal for Kirchhoff (scaled) formulation.



(a) (d)

(b) (e)

(c) (f)

Fig. 10. MCC model sinusoidal load/unload cycle comparing Eshelby-zeta and zeta formulations, and showing the zeta formulation (and therefore also the
Mandel formulation) violates the dissipation inequality in this case. (a) Load cycle applied, (b) Pressure, (c) Preconsolidation stress, (d) Free energy, (e) Dissipation
of Eshelby-zeta formulation, (f) Dissipation of zeta formulation.
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Table 2
DP model parameters calibrated to measurements of Mun and McCartney (2015).

Parameter Exponential hardening Linear hardening Units

k 1 0 e

l 1.50 1.50 GPa
m 0.50 0.50 GPa
H1 0 0 kPa
H2 0.900 125 MPa
b1ð0Þ 6.00 6.00 kPa
b2ð0Þ �8.00 �8.00 kPa
h 0 0 e

R 10 10 e

a 5.0 e e

f 0.576 0.576 radians
j 0.175 0.175 radians
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predicts greater plastic dissipation evaluated according to the dissipation inequality of Eq. (25) and reported for the calibrated
model predictions in Fig. 4.

Fig. 5 shows the predicted plastic dissipation for both EshelbyeMandel andMandel formulations of the DPmodel when an
associated flow rule is used (i.e., j ¼ f ¼ 0:576) with linear hardening. The hardeningmodulusH2 was decreased to a value of
90MPa for this test to match exactly the non-associated flow rule prediction of Fig. 2(b) with all other model parameters kept
the same. Notably, the Mandel formulation predicted dissipation is less than that of the non-associated flow rule, as can be
seen by comparing to Fig. 4, and the EshelbyeMandel formulation predicted dissipation drops to a negligible amount when
the flow rule becomes associative (greater than zero but less than 10 � 10�7 Pa).

5.2. Modified CameClay numerical results

The MCC model was also calibrated to the measurements of Mun and McCartney (2015) with both linear and exponential
hardening rules. The same elastic moduli were used as for the DP model, using that K≡lþ 2=3m. The initial value of the MCC
preconsolidation parameter was taken to be equivalent to the analogous DP model parameter pc0≡3b2ð0Þ. The MCC model
parameter m was taken as a typical value of 1. The hardening parameters H and a were then calibrated to best fit the
measurement data through an iterative process. All MCC model parameters are reported in Table 3.

Fig. 6 compares the (spatial) Eshelby-zeta and zeta formulations of the MCC model for both exponential (k ¼ 1) and linear
(k ¼ 0) hardening rules. The “standard” zeta formulation is recovered from the Eshelby-zeta formulation by taking

F xz
�
xz
�
/F zðzÞ: (103)
The MCC model performs comparably to the DP model, matching the experimental measurements reasonably well for
both zeta and Eshelby-zeta formulations when the exponential hardening rule is used. As with the DP model, the “standard”
zeta formulationmatches the Eshelby-zeta formulation at low strain levels, but becomes stiffer at large volume strains, with a
difference at peak strain 1� J¼ 27% of 5.6MPa. The linear hardening rule again shows amore pronounced difference than the
exponential, with the difference being slightly greater with the MCC model than with the DP of 22.1 MPa at the same peak
strain (compare Figs. 6(b) and 2(b)).

Fig. 7 plots the predicted plastic dissipation according to Eq. (55) for both exponential and linear hardening rules. Again,
we see that the linear hardening rule predicts a greater dissipation of energy for the “standard” zeta formulation (notice the
difference in the scales of the axes). Remarkably, the associative MCC Eshelby-zeta formulation predicts negligible plastic
dissipation, similar to the DP model when it was made associative.

TheMCCmodel was also implemented in the intermediate configuration for Mandel and EshelbyeMandel formulations. A
comparison of the results of all the formulation types is given in Fig. 8 for a monotonic loading corresponding to the isotropic
compression tests of Mun and McCartney (2015) (with the same previously calibrated material parameters). The standard
Kirchhoff formulation is also included. Recall the Kirchhoff formulation is thermodynamically-consistent in terms of the
ClausiuseDuhem inequality, but does not preserve the intermediate configuration as stress-free due to the moduli being
Table 3
MCC model parameters calibrated to measurements of Mun and McCartney (2015).

Parameter Exponential hardening Linear hardening Units

k 1 0 e

K , K0 1.83 1.83 GPa
H, H0 0.003 765 MPa
pc0, p

z
c0, p

t
c0 �24.0 �24.0 kPa

a 3.20 e e

m 1 1 e
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assumed constant in the material reference configuration (causing volumetric plastic deformation to contribute to the
development of stress). The “standard” Kirchhoff formulation is recovered from the Eshelby-zeta formulation by taking

F xz
�
xz
�
/F tðtÞ; (104)

with the Kirchhoff formulation having elastic moduli defined with respect to the reference configuration as previously
discussed. As can be seen by Fig. 8, the intermediate and current configuration Eshelby-like formulations are equivalent.
Likewise, the zeta formulation is the spatial equivalent of the Mandel formulation (not the Kirchhoff under plastic volume
strain, as is commonly assumed).

Fig. 9 plots the Kirchhoff simulation with linear hardening, re-run with moduli scaled by the final change in density
predicted by the Eshelby-like simulations, i.e.,

eK0 ¼ JpfinalK ¼ 0:796� 1:83 GPa ¼ 1:46 GPa; (105a)

eH0 ¼ JpfinalH ¼ 0:796� 765 MPa ¼ 609 MPa; (105b)

where Jpfinal ¼ 0:796 is the final plastic part of the Jacobian determinant determined from the Eshelby-like simulations. The
Eshelby-zeta and zeta formulations of Fig. 8 maintain the original moduli reported in Table 3. The calculation of eK0 and eH0 is
meant to be analogous to assuming these parameters are variable with deformation, whereas K and H are assumed constant.
It is conceivable to update eK0 and eH0 with time as Jp varies (although this adds some complexity to the algorithm in enforcing
the consistency condition); however, that is not the purpose of this exercise. It is seen in Fig. 9 that the Kirchhoff formulation
prediction curve of mean Cauchy stress ps is brought within the Eshelby-zeta and zeta formulation prediction curves when
the moduli are scaled, ending at the same final mean Cauchy stress as the zeta formulation. One might argue that with a
particular non-linear hardening rule, the Eshelby-zeta and Kirchhoff formulation prediction curves in Fig. 9 could be “fitted
together,” although with different material parameter values between the two formulations; however, the results would
depend on the range of deformation over which the fitting is done, and the intermediate configuration would still not be
maintained as stress-free.

Fig. 10 shows the MCC model prediction for a (sinusoidal) cycle of strain driven isotropic compression, comparing the
Eshelby-zeta and “standard” zeta formulation results (recall these are equivalent to the EshelbyeMandel and Mandel,
respectively). Because of the fact that the MCC model predicts yielding under positive mean stress (without any hardening),
yielding occurs on the unload part of the cycle (as soon as the stress becomes positive) in addition to the yielding on the
loading portion of the cycle. Under these conditions, the “standard” zeta formulation violates the second law as expressed by
the dissipation inequality (Fig. 10(f)); whereas, the Eshelby-zeta formulation does not (Fig. 10(e)).
6. Conclusions

We have shown in detail how what we call the EshelbyeMandel stress X and the Eshelby-zeta stress xz are thermody-
namically energy-conjugate to the plastic velocity gradient L

p
in the intermediate configuration and the plastic deformation

rate dp in the current configuration, respectively, when plastic volume change of mass density is considered. We have
exploited this conjugacy to establish a hyper-elastoplastic constitutive framework for materials, such as geomaterials, capable
of undergoing large plastic changes in volume. This framework is formulated within the plastically-deformed and elastically-
relaxed intermediate configuration which arises from the multiplicative split of the deformation gradient and allows for the
possibility of material anisotropy. An alternative current configuration (spatial) formulation of the constitutive equations is
presented, allowing for what is called the EshelbyeCauchy x and Eshelby-zeta xz stresses that arise to be compared to the
Kirchhoff and “zeta” stresses in terms of their thermodynamic definitions, providing insight into the significance of
considering the Eshelby-like stresses in the constitutive equations.

Specific forms of classical DruckerePrager and Modified CameClay elastoplasticity models are presented in intermediate
and current configuration formulations, respectively, in order that the Eshelby-like stress formulations can be compared with
each other and with “standard” formulations that neglect full consideration of plastic volume change in the thermodynamic
formulation (i.e., thermodynamic-conjugacy, and preserving the intermediate configuration as stress-free in a phenome-
nological sense). All methods (Eshelby-like and “standard”) are implemented in the simulation of isotropic compression tests
consisting of large volumetric strains and compared with experimental measurements. The results show that the (thermo-
dynamically-inconsistent) “standard” formulation can under-predict volumetric strain at large mean compressive Cauchy
stresses in comparison to the (thermodynamically-consistent) Eshelby-like formulations, and even violate the second law of
thermodynamics under certain loading conditions.

We find that for isotropic materials capable of exhibiting large plastic volumetric deformations, whether the Kirchhoff
stress or Eshelby stresses are used in the formulation, such differences could be conceivably “calibrated away”when choosing
evolution equations and fitting to experimental data. However, if a material is inherently anisotropic and can exhibit sig-
nificant volumetric plastic deformations (such as shale, or certain soils in a natural, deposited state, for instance), then the
(negative of the) Eshelby stress in the intermediate configuration, assuming a multiplicative decomposition, is the proper
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thermodynamically-conjugate stress to the plastic velocity gradient, such that resulting constitutive equations are derived
thereof.

It is noted that the finite deformation elastoplastic constitutive framework presented here may have further implications
beyond thermodynamically-conjugate elastoplasticity. The various phenomena for which the Eshelby stress has been applied
to, such as heterogeneity, damage, and fracture (as cited in the introduction), suggests that the Eshelby-like stress constitutive
framework presented here may be found to have further implications with respect to these phenomena, especially for those
materials capable of undergoing large inelastic volume strain. Presently, we are engaged in research efforts to incorporate the
ideas presented here into a general rate-dependent 3D (elastically and plastically) anisotropic constitutive model for
geomaterials.
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Appendix A. Summary of equations for DeP NewtoneRaphson iteration tangent

The tangent for the NewtoneRaphson iteration is found (dropping the n þ 1 subscript) as

R 0 ¼ 2
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Appendix B. Summary of equations for MCC NewtoneRaphson iteration tangent

The tangent for the NewtoneRaphson iteration is found (dropping the n þ 1 subscript) as
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Appendix C. Thought experiment on choice of per unit volume elastic moduli

Consider for amoment our previous per reference volume form of the free energy further simplified for the case of perfect-
plasticity (in the absence of hardening) such that we may write
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where thermal potential G(q0) is independent of deformation based upon the isothermal assumption. If wewere to choose K0
and m0 to be constant in time, an increment of purely volumetric plastic deformation (where Je2≡J
e
1) with DJ ¼ J2 � J1 ¼ Jp2J

e
2 �

Jp1J
e
1 ¼ DJpJe1 (where the subscripts denote the plastic states at times t ¼ t1,t2) would cause a change in the stress state. For

example, consider the definition of the Kirchhoff stress measure in Eq. (46), which would yield no change in t over the purely
plastic increment, i.e., Dt ¼ t2 � t1 ¼ 0. However, the actual corresponding Cauchy stress becomes
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Clearly, this predicts a change in the actual Cauchy stress resulting purely from plastic deformation for the perfectly-plastic
case; whereas if Jp2≡J

p
10DJp≡0, this problem does not arise. Conversely, if we choose the intermediate configuration to define

our constant moduli, we find Dt ¼ t2 � t1 ¼ ðJp1 þ DJpÞðKln Je1 þ m=2b
0 e
1Þ � Jp1ðKln Je2 þ m=2b

0 e
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0 e
1Þ, recalling

that Je2 ¼ Je1 and b
0 e
2 ¼ b
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1 for our present thought experiment. The corresponding change to the Cauchy stress is Ds¼ 0, namely,
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This motivates the choice of constant parameters in the intermediate configuration for EshelbyeMandel and Eshelby-zeta
stress formulations, for materials that may experience large volumetric plastic (or inelastic) deformation.
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